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 This research aims to extract a cause-effect-concept pair series of consequent 
event occurrences in health information of hospital web-boards.  
The extracted cause-effect-concept pair series representing a disease 
causation pathway benefits for the automatic diagnosis and solving system. 

Where each causative/effect event concept is expressed by an elementary 
discourse unit (EDU which is a simple sentence). The research has three 
problems; how to determine causative/effect concept EDUs from the 
documents containing some EDU occurrences with both causative concepts 
and effect concepts, how to determine the cause-effect relation between two 
adjacent EDUs having the discourse cue ambiguity, and how to extract 
cause-effect-concept pair series mingled with either a stimulation relation 
EDU or other non-cause-effect relation EDUs from the documents. 

Therefore, we apply annotated NWordCo pairs with causative-effect 
concepts to represent EDU pairs with causative-effect concept where the 
NWordCo size solved by Naïve Bayes. We also apply Naïve Bayes to solve 
NWordCo-concept pairs having the cause-effect relation from the adjacent 
EDU pairs. We then propose using cue words and the collected NWordCo-
concept pairs with the cause-effect relation to extract the cause-effect-
concept pair series. The research results provide the high precision of the 
cause-effect-concept pair series determination from the documents.  
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1. INTRODUCTION  
The objective of this paper is to extract a Cause-Effect-concept pair (called ‘CEpair’) series which is 

a series of cause-effect-event concept pairs of a disease causation pathway, from hospital web-board 

documents (i.e. http://haamor.com; http://www.si.mahidol.ac.th /sidoctor/e-pl/). Whilst ‘series’ means ‘a 

group or a number of related or similar things, events, etc., arranged or occurring in temporal, spatial,  

or other order or succession; sequence.’ (http://www.dictionary.com/). The CEpair series of the research is a 

group of cause-effect-event ordered pairs occurring in the CEpair sequence as in a document. Regard to the 

disease causation pathway for chronic disease particulary diabetic, cardiovascular, kidney dieases [1-3], each 

CEpair is an ordered pair (c, e) with the cause-effect relation where c is a causative-event concept and e is an 

effect-event concept. Where each cause/effect event concept on each CEpair element, CEpairi, is expressed 

by an elementary discourse unit (EDU which is a simple sentence, [4]) as follows:  
 

CEpair1,CEpair2,.., CEpairlast   

 

where CEpairi (i=1,2,..,last which is an integer) is an expression of the cause-effect relation between a 
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causative-event concept EDU and an effect-event concept EDU, from two adjacent EDUs as an EDU pair as 

shown in Example 1.   

 
Example 1:   
… EDU1: “ผูป่้วยเป็นโรคเบาหวาน” (A patient gets a diabetes disease.) 

“ผูป่้วย/patient   เป็น/is   โรคเบาหวาน/diabetes disease.” 

EDU2:“เนือ่งจาก ร่างกาย ไม่สามารถน า น ้าตาล ในร่างกายไปใชไ้ดอ้ย่างเต็มที”่ (since the body cannot fully use sugar in the body.) 

“เนือ่งจาก/since  ร่างกาย/body  ไม่สามารถน า/cannot take  น ้าตาล/sugar  ใน/inside  ร่างกาย/ body  ไปใช/้to use  ไดอ้ย่างเต็มที่/fully” 

EDU3:“เพราะ [ร่างกาย] ขาดฮอร์โมนอนิซูลนิ” (Because [the body] lacks of hormone insulin.) 

“เพราะ/because [ร่างกาย/body] ขาด/lack of  ฮอรโ์มนอนิซูลนิ/hormone insulin” 

EDU4:“บางครัง้ร่างกายไม่ขาดฮอรโ์มน” (The body sometimes does not lack of the hormone.) 

“บางครัง้/sometimes ร่างกาย/body ไม่/not ขาด/lack_of ฮอรโ์มน/hormone ” 

EDU5:“แต ่[ร่างกาย] ไม่ตอบสนองตอ่ฮอรโ์มน” (But [the body] does not respond to the hormone.) 

“แต/่but[ร่างกาย//body] ไม่/not ตอบสนองตอ่/respond_to ฮอรโ์มน/hormone ” 

EDU6:“[ไม่ตอบสนองตอ่ฮอรโ์มน/EDU5]ท าใหร้ะดบัน ้าตาลในเลอืดสงูกว่าปกต”ิ  

           ([No responding to hormone/EDU5] causes Blood-sugar level to be higher than normal.) 

“[ไม่ตอบสนองตอ่ฮอรโ์มน//no responding to the hprmone/EDU5] ท าให/้cause   ระดบัน ้าตาล/sugar-level ใน/in  เลอืด/blood 

สงูกว่า/higher than  ปกต/ิnormal ”  

EDU7:“[ระดบัน ้าตาลในเลอืดสงู]เป็นตวัเร่งใหเ้กดิการเส ือ่มของหลอดเลอืดแดงทั่วร่างกาย”  

            ([The high blood-sugar/EDU6] is a catalyst for artery deterioration occurrence through the body .) 

“[ระดบัน ้าตาลในเลอืดสงู/high blood-sugar level/EDU6] เป็น/is ตวัเร่ง/catalyst ใหเ้กดิ/to_occur การเส ือ่ม/deterioration ของ/of 

หลอดเลอืดแดง/artery ทั่ว/through ร่างกาย/body ” 

EDU8:“[การเส ือ่มของหลอดเลอืดแดง] ท าใหห้ลอดเลอืดแดงตบี” ([The artery deterioration occurrence/EDU7] causes the arteries 

to constrict.) 

“[การเส ือ่มของหลอดเลอืดแดง/arteries deterioration/EDU7] ท าให/้cause   หลอดเลอืดแดง/artery   ตบี/constrict” 

EDU9: “[หลอดเลอืดแดงตบี/EDU8]ท าใหเ้กดิโรคหัวใจขาดเลอืด” ([The constricted arteries /EDU8] causes of the ischemic heart 

disease.) 

“[หลอดเลอืดแดงตบี/constricted arteries/EDU8] ท าใหเ้กดิ/cause of โรคหัวใจ/heart disease    ขาด/lack of เลอืด/blood ” 

EDU10: “ดงันัน้ โรคเบาหวาน จงึเป็นปัจจัยเส ีย่งท าส าคญัตอ่โรคทางสมอง โรคหัวใจ และโรคไต เป็นตน้”… 

(Thus, the diabetes disease will be a significant risk factor to a brain disease, a heart disease, and a kidney disease.)… 

where the [..] symbol means ellipsis. 

Example 1 is then represented by the CEpair series containing EDU7 as an intervening EDU of the 

stimulation relation as shown in the following. 
EDU1-EDU2 Pair as CEpair1:  EDU2 (Cause)  EDU1 (Effect)  

EDU2-EDU3 Pair as CEpair2:  EDU3 (Cause)  EDU2 (Effect) 

EDU5-EDU6 Pair as CEpair3:  EDU5 (Cause)  EDU6 (Effect) 

EDU7 as an intervening EDU having the stimulation relation: 

                                                    <highBloodSugar>… beStimulationRelation...<artery Deterioration>  

EDU7-EDU8 Pair as CEpair4:  EDU7 (Cause)  EDU8 (Effect) 

EDU8-EDU9 Pair as CEpair5:  EDU8 (Cause)  EDU9 (Effect) 

where EDU4 is a non-cause/non-effect concept EDU and the stimulation relation on EDU7 co-occurs with 
the cause-effect relation on CEpair4 as the part of the CEpair series which consists of two sub-series, CEpair1-

CEpair2 and CEpair3-CEpair5. 

Thus, the disease causation pathway represented by the extracted CEpair series benefits for 

improvement of the public’s understanding of a complex problem of a certain chronic disease to follow up 

physician’s suggestion of solving steps. Therefore, the research concerns to extract the CEpair  series with the 

event concepts from texts for providing the knowledge to people and enhancing the solving system.  

In addition, this research emphasizes on the EDU’s verb phrase expressions because the CEpair  series is 

based on several events that each event concept is mostly expressed by an EDU’s verb phrase. The EDU 

expression has the following Thai linguistic patterns after stemming words and the stop word removal. 
EDU  NP1 VP | VP                                                            NP1  pronoun | Noun | Noun Adj | Noun AdjPhrase 
VP   Verb NP2 | Verb adv | Verb                                       NP2 Noun | Noun Adj | Noun AdjPhrase 
Verb  Verbweak Noun | Verbstrong 
Verbweak{‘เป็น/be’,‘ไม่เป็น/not_be’,‘ม/ีhave’,‘ไม่ม/ีnot_have’,‘ใช/้use’};     Verbstrong{‘ท าให/้cause’,‘เกดิ/occur’,‘ตนั/block-

up’,‘ตบี/constrict’, 

‘เส ือ่ม/deteriorate’,‘ไม่ตอบสนอง/not_respond’,‘ขบั/excrete’,‘เปลีย่นแปลง/change’,‘บวม/swell’,‘อาเจยีน/vomit’,‘ชกั/convulse’,‘หมดสต/ิ

be_ unconscious’,‘เพิม่ข ึน้/increase’,‘สงู/high’,‘ตาย/die’,‘กระตุน้/stimulus’, ‘เร่ง/ catalyze’, ..};    Adv{‘ยาก/ difficultly’, ‘เหลว/ 

liquidly’, …}; 

Noun{‘  ’ ,‘ผูป่้วย/patient’,‘อาการ/symptom’,‘ตระครวิ/contraction’,‘อวัยวะ/human organ’,‘แผล/scar’, ‘เลอืด/blood’, ‘น ้าตาล/sugar’, 

‘ไขมัน/fat’,‘โปรตนี/protein’ , ‘ปัสสาวะ/urine’,‘ความดัน/pressure’, ‘ตวัเร่ง/catalyst’,…}; Adj  {‘สงู/high’, …}… 

Where NP1 and NP2,are noun phrases. VP is a verb phrase. Noun is a noun concept set. Verbstrong is a strong 

verb concept set consisting of the causative/effect verb concept set and the stimulating verb concept 

set,{‘เร่ง/catalyze’,‘กระตุน้/ stimulus’, ..}. Verbweak is a weak verb concept set requiring more information as 

Verbweak+Noun to become either the cause-event/ effect-event concept, i.e. ‘เป็น/be+ลิม่เลอืด/clot’, or the 

stimulating-event concept, i.e. ‘เป็น/be+ตวัเร่ง/catalyst’. Adj is an adjective concept set. AdjPhrase is an adjective 

phrase component. Adv is an adverb concept set.  
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There are several techniques [5-12] having been applied for determining the cause-

effect/causality/causal relation but not including the stimulation relation from texts (see Section 2). However, 

the Thai documents have several specific characteristics, such as zero anaphora or the implicit noun phrase, 

without word and sentence delimiters, and etc. All of these characteristics are involved in three main 

problems (see Section 3). The first problem is how to determine causative-concept/effect-concept EDUs from 

the documents containing some EDU occurrences with both causative-concepts and effect-concepts.  

The second problem is how to determine the cause-effect relation between two adjacent EDUs as an EDU 

pair with a discourse cue ambiguity. And the third problem is how to extract CEpair series mingled with 
either a stimulation relation EDU or other non-cause-effect relation EDUs from the documents. Regarding 

these problems, we need to develop a framework which combines machine learning and the linguistic 

phenomena to represent each EDU event concept by n-word co-occurrence (called NWordCo) on the EDU 

verb phrase as shown in (1) where NWordCo is expressed as compound terms with/without any pattern or 

restriction depending on each research perspective as [13-16]. The reason of using NWordCo to represent an 

EDU event is the Verbweak element which needs more information from some linguistic sets, i.e. Noun, Adj, 

Verb and Adv, to form the causative/effect concept or the stimulating concept. The NWordCo expression of 

the research starts with v1 (where v1VerbstrongVerbweak) followed by the N-1 co-occurred words (N is an 
integer) from the EDU verb phrase as shown in the following (1) after stemming words and eliminating  

stop words. 

 

‘NWordCo’ expression = v1+ w2+…+wN (1) 
 

where v1VerbstrongVerbweak ; w2,…,wNNounAdjAdv Verb 

Thus, we apply an annotated NWordCo-expression pairs with causative-effect-event concepts to 

represent a cause- effect relation including an annotated NWordCo with stimulating-event concept. We then 
apply Naïve Bayes (NB) [17] to learn the NWordCo size (which is an N value) to extract and collect 

NWordCo with concepts into an NWordCo-Concept (NWC) set from the testing corpus. We also use NB to 

learn probabilities of NWordCo-concept pairs with a CauseEffectRelation class and a non 

CauseEffectRelation class from the learning corpus having the discourse cue ambiguity. We then identified 

and extract all NWordCo-concept pairs having the cause-effect relation by using the NB-learning 

probabilities of NWordCo-concept pairs with the CauseEffectRelation class from the learning corpus to the 

Cartesian product of the NWC sets from the testing corpus. Later, we collect the extracted NWordCo-concept 

pairs into an NWCPce set (which is an ordered pair set of NWordCo-concept pairs with the 

CauseEffectRelation class) as shown in the following. 
NWCPce = {NWordCocNWordCoe-pair1, NWordCocNWordCoe -pair2, … , NWordCocNWordCoe-pairlast } 
where NWordCocNWordCoe-pairi is an NWordCo-concept pair having the cause-effect relation between NWordCoc and 
NWordCoe (in which NWordCoc is an NWordCo with a causative concept and NWordCoe is an NWordCo  with an effect 
concept); i=1,2,…last which is an integer. 

We then propose using NWCPce and the stimulating-cue-word set, {‘เป็นตัวเร่ง/be-Verbweak catalys- 

Noun’, ‘เร่ง/catalyze-Vstrong’,‘กระตุน้/stimulu-Vstrong’…} to extract the CEpair series including a stimulation 

relation EDU from another testing corpus (see section 3). 
Our research is organized into 5 sections. In Section 2, related work is summarized. Problems in 

extracting the CEpair series from texts are described in Section 3 and Section 4 shows our framework of 

extracting the CEpair series. In Section 5, we evaluate and conclude our proposed model.  

 

 

2. RELATED WORKS 

Several strategies [5-12] have been proposed to determine the cause-effect relation from texts 

without the cause-effect series consideration except [12]. Reference [5] applied Text Mining to cluster the 

effects/symptoms of the causes/diseases from pathology reports having effect expressions as complicated 

technical terms based on NP. All clusters benifited of the ability in grouping patients with the similar 

condition. Regarding [6], Girju proposed decision tree learning the causal relation from a sentence based on 
the lexico syntactic pattern (NP1 causal-verb NP2). Reference [7] determined event knowledge as a causal 

relation (based on the lexico-syntactic pattern, NP1 verb NP2) including the causal association/strength 

measurement from web-texts. Reference [8] extracted the causal knowledge from two adjacent sentences by 

using SVM to learn several features as a shared agent (NP1) from causative and effective clauses, causal 

volition, the verb class from the dictionary, verbal semantic attributes, the connective marker, and the 

modality for classifying the causal knowledge into four classes of causal relations: cause, precondition, mean, 

and effect relations. Reference [9] applied verb-pair rules and machine learning techniques to extract the 

causality occurrence within several effect EDUs. There are more research works based on the lexico syntactic 
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pattern with the causal concept as in [10] proposed the Restricted Hidden Naïve Bayes model to learn and 

extract the causality from the English documents. The learning features as in [10] include contextual, 

syntactic, position, and connective features. Reference [11] applied the rule-based, Support Vector Machine 

and the temporal reasoning to extract the causal relation on a complex sentence or two simple sentences from 

English documents. Reference [12] made causal chains by adding the causal chains obtained from latent 

topics to the causal chains obtained from word matching. The model’s [12] is based on noun features 

including hidden causal chains solved by latent topics. However, most of the previous works on the cause-

effect relation are based on noun/NP features existing on one/two sentences without the series consideration 

except [12] whereas our work has NP ellipsis occurrences on documents. There are few works on extracting 

the CEpair series as a disease causation pathway.  
 
 

3. PROBLEMS OF EXTRACTING CEPAIR SERIES FROM TEXTS 

3.1.   How to Determine Causative-Concept/Effect- Concept EDUs from Documents 

There are some EDU occurrences with both causative- concepts and effect-concepts, i.e. EDU2 and 

EDU8 of Example 1 on CEpair1 to CEpair2 and CEpair4 to CEpair5 respectively. It is difficult to identify the 

certain EDU occurrence as the causative concept or the effect concept. Therefore, after stemming words and 

eliminating stop words, we apply the annotated NWordCo pairs with cause-effect relation on the learning 

corpus to represent the causative/effect concept EDUs and the annotated NWordCo with stimulating concept. 

If the first word of each EDU verb phrase is the element of VerbstrongVerbweak , the NWordCo size is then 

solved by NB learning on the consecutive words of each annotated verb phrase with a slide window size of 

two adjacent words with a one word sliding distance on each EDU verb phrase. The NWordCo extraction is 

then occurred after the NWordCo sizes have been solved. 

 

3.2.   How to Determine CEpairi as Cause-Effect Relation with Discourse-Cue Ambiguity 

The CEpairi expression as the cause-effect relation between two adjacency EDUs as an EDU pair 

can be determined by using the discourse-cue set, {‘เพราะ/because’,‘เนื่องจาก/since’,‘ท าให/้cause’,..}, see 

Example 1. However, some discourse-cue set elements are ambiguity. For example: CEpair1 of Example 1 

has a discourse cue, ‘เนื่องจาก/since’, on EDU2 whereas an EDU1-EDU2 pair of the following Example 2 

having ‘เนื่องจาก/since’ on EDU2 is not the CEpair1 expression. 

Example 2 
… EDU1: “ผูป่้วยเบาหวานอาจเป็นโรคหัวใจ” (A diabetic patient might get the heart disease.) 

“ผูป่้วย/patient  เบาหวาน/diabetes  อาจเป็น/might get  โรคหัวใจ/heart disease ” 

EDU2:“เนือ่งจาก ภาวะน ้าตาลในเลอืดสงู” (Since a blood sugar level is high.) 

“เนือ่งจาก/since  ภาวะน ้าตาล/sugar level  ใน/in  เลอืด/blood  สงู/high ” 

EDU3:“ [ภาวะน ้าตาลในเลอืดสงู]ท าใหม้สีารเคมบีางชนดิเพิม่สงูข ึน้ในเลอืด” … 

([The high blood sugar level /EDU2]causes of having some increased chemical substance types in blood .) … 
“[ภาวะน ้าตาลในเลอืดสงู/high blood sugar level/EDU2] ท าให/้cause  ม/ีhave  สารเคมบีางชนดิ/ some chemical substance type 

เพิม่สงูข ึน้/increase  ใน/in  เลอืด/blood ” … 

Example 2 contains the following CEpairi occurrence. 
EDU2-EDU3 Pair as CEpair1:EDU2 (cause) EDU3(effect) 
With regard to this problem, we can solved this this problem by apply the NB machine learning technique to 
learn the annotated NWordCo-concept pair (the annotated NWordCocNWordCoe-pairi , i=1,2,..,lastLearntPair) 

feature with the CauseEffectRelation class from each EDU pair on the learning corpus after stemming words 

and eliminating stop words.  The extracted NWordCo expressions are collected into an NWordCo-concept 

set (NWC) used as the CauseConcept set (CauseConcept set =NWC) and also the EffectConcept set 

(EffectConcept set =NWC) for the Cartesian product of CauseConceptEffectConcept as an NWordCo-
concept ordered pair set.  We then collect the NWCPce set (see section 1) by using NB [17] with the feature 

probabilities of the annotated NWordCo-concept pairs having the cause-effect relation to the NWordCo-

concept order pair set. 

 

3.3.   How to Extract CEpair Series Mingled with Non-Relation EDUs 

Regarding Example 1, the CEpair series extraction including the cause-effect relation occurrences 

and the stimulation relation occurrences on the series mingled with non-relation EDUs is challenge. 

Therefore we propose using the stimulating-cue-word set and NWCPce collection as the knowledge base to 
extract CEpair series including the stimulation relation occurrence from the documents.  

 

4. A FRAMEWORK OF CEPAIR SERIES EXTRACTION 

There are six steps in our framework, Corpus Preparation, NWordCo Size Learning, Collection of 

NWordCo with Event Concepts, NWordCo-Concept Pair Learning, Extraction of NWCPce, and Extraction  

of CEpair Series as shown in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1. System overview 

 

 

4.1.   Corpus Preparation 
This step is to prepare an EDU corpus from the chronic disease documents, i.e. diabetes, heart 

disease, artery disease etc., downloaded from hospitals web-boards (http://www.bangkokhealth.com; 

http://haamor.com/). The step involves using Thai-word-segmentation tools [18] and Named-Entity 

recognition [19-20]. After the word segmentation is achieved, EDU Segmentation [21] based on [22-24] is 

then operated to provide a 2500 EDUs’ corpus. The corpus included stemming words and the stop word 

removal is separated into 3 parts; the first part of 1000 EDUs for learning the NWordCo sizes/boundaries 

having causative/effect/stimulating concepts and also learning the NWordCo-concept pairs having the cause-

effect relation. The second part of 1000 EDUs is the testing corpus used for the NWordCo size determination 

to extract and collect NWordCo occurrences with causative/effect/stimulating concepts into the NWC set. 

The NWC set is used for collecting NWordCo-concept pairs with the cause-effect relation into the NWCPce 

set. The third part of 500 EDUs is used for the CEpair series extraction. This step also includes semi-

automatic annotation of each NWordCo size along with the causative/effect/stimulating concept as shown in 
Figure 2 [25]. This step also annotates the EDU pairs as the NWordCo-concept pairs with the cause-effect 

relation. All word concepts of each NWordCo expression is referred to Wordnet (http://word-

net.princeton.edu/ obtain) [26] and MeSH after translating from Thai to English by Lexitron 

(http://lexitron.nectec.or.th/). 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Annotation of NWordCo and CEpair series 

  “..                     ” 
EDU1

 “                                                                ”
EDU2       [       ]                   EDU3                    

                EDU4
…” 

“..A patient gets a diabetes disease.
EDU1

 since the body cannot fully use sugar inside the body. 
EDU2 

Because [the body] 
lacks of hormone insulin.

EDU3
[lack of hormone insulin] causes Blood-sugar level to be high 

EDU4
…” 

<Topic_name Entity-concept=Diabetes/disease>          </Topic_name>…………   
<CEpairSeries ID= 1> 
<EDU1  CEpairID = 1 type=effect><NP1 concept= patient/human>       /ncn </NP1> 
      <VP  marker =no><N-Word-CoExpression N=2 words  concept=‘get diabetes’ >  
                                       <w1: setType=‘Verb-weak’ ; concept= ‘get’ boundary =‘yes’>     </w1> 
                                       <w2: setType=‘Noun’ ; concept= ‘diabetes’ boundary =‘yes’>          </w2> 
                                    </N-Word-CoExpression ></VP></EDU1>  
<EDU2 CEpairID = 1 type=cause | CEpairID=2 type=effect><NP1 concept= body/organ>       </NP1> 
      <VP   marker=yes><N-Word-CoExpression  N=4words  concept= ‘not take body sugar to use’ >  
                                         <w1: setType=‘Verb-strong’ ; concept=’not take’ boundary =‘yes’>      </w1> 
                                         <w2: setType=‘Noun’ ; concept= ‘sugar’ boundary =‘yes’>       </w2> 
                                         <w3: setType=‘Noun’ ; concept= ‘body/organ’ boundary =‘yes’>       </w3> 
                                         <w4: setType=‘Verb-weak’ ; concept= ‘use’ boundary =‘yes’>   </w4> 
                                         <w5: setType=‘Adv’ ; concept= ‘fully’ boundary =‘no’>            </w5> 
                                    </N-Word-CoExpression></VP></EDU2> 
<EDU3 CEpairID=2 type=cause | CEpairID=3 type=cause ><NP1 concept= body/organ></NP1> 
      <VP  marker=yes><N-Word-CoExpression  N=2words  concept= ‘lack of insulin’>  
                                         < w1: setType=‘Verb-strong’ ; concept=’lack of’ boundary=‘yes’>   </w1> 
                                         < w2: setType=‘Noun’ ; concept=‘insulin’ boundary =‘yes’>               </w2> 
                                    </N-Word-CoExpression></VP></EDU3> 
…………………… 
The CEpairSeries tag is the CEpair series tag. The N-Word-CoExpression tag is the word boundary tag of each N-
Word-Co expression.  The wi tag is the word-i tag  where i=1,2,..,num.  . 
The [..] symbol or  means ellipsis (Zero Anaphora) 
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4.2.   NWordCo Size Learning 

This step is an NWordCo size/boundary learning (N value) by the NB classifier [17] from the 

annotated verb phrases with the concepts from the corpus preparation step. The annotated NWordCo 

occurrences with causative/effect/stimulating concepts are separated into 2 word-concept vectors (Wj) in a 

matrix vector (W).  

Wj={wj1,wj2,..,wjk with CorEorS/non-CorEorS} where CorEorS is an NWordCo/a word vector with a 

causative/effect/stimulating concept and non-CorEorS is an NWordCo/a word vector with a non-causative/ 

effect/ stimulating concept, existing in EDU1,EDU2,..,EDUm.  

W={Wj} where j=1..m; after we have obtained the annotated word features including the stop word removal 

and stemming words, we then determine the probabilities of CorEorS concept and non-CorEorS concept 
from a slide window size of two consecutive words on the verb phrase with the one-sliding-word distance by 

using Weka (http://www.cs.wakato.ac.nz/ml/weka/). 

 

4.3.   Collection of NWordCo with Event Concepts 

After stemming word and eliminating stop words of the testing corpus, if wj1 Verbweak  Verbstrong 
(where wj1 is the first word of EDUj verb phrase), the NWordCo size is then determined by using NB in (2) 

and the learnt probability of CorEorS concept and non-CorEorS concept from the previous step of IV.B to 

determine the consecutive words on the verb phrase with a slide window size of two adjacent words with the 

one-sliding-word distance. As soon as class= ‘non-CorEorS-concept’ is determined, the NWordCo 

boundary/size is solved as shown in the NWordCo extraction algorithm of Figure 3. In regard to Figure 3, the 

extracted NWordCo expressions in NWCSet (which is the NWordCo-concept set, NWC) from the testing 

corpus is collected with the concepts according to the sequence of word concepts as shown in Table 1 

consisting of the causative-NWordCo, effect- NWordCo, and stimulating-NWordCo concepts. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3. NWordCo extraction algorithm 

 

 

Table 1. NWC Set Collection 

 

 

   Figure.3 NWordCo Extraction Algorithm  

 Assume that each EDU is represented by (NP1  VP). 
L is a list of EDUs after stemming words and the stop word removal.      
Verb=Verbstrong  Verbweak; W= Noun Verbstrong AdvAdj   
NWCSet is an NWordCo-concept set, evp is an EDU’s verb phrase 

NWORDCO_EXTRACTION              

1 NWCSet; NWco   ;  i=1 ; j=1;  k =0 ;  fl=‘no’; 
2 while j Length[L] do 

3  {1  If  i=1    then             /* identify the 1stword of NWordCo  
4      {2   If  (evpj.wi Verbstrong ) then  {   NWco   evpj.wi ;  fl=‘yes’ } 
5            Else If  (  evpj.wi  Verbweak)(  evpj.wi+1  W)      then    
6                   {   NWco  ( evpj.wi +  evpj.wi+1)  ;  i++ ;   fl=‘yes’ } 
7            i++  }2                /* determine N-Word-Co size 

8       while (fl=‘yes’)  ( evpj.wi W)  (iendOfVerbPhrase) do 

9         {3   i=i-1;    

10              Equation(2) ;  
11              If class= ‘nonCorEorS_concept’ then  fl ‘no’  
12              Else  fl‘yes’; 
13              If  class= ‘yes’) then  NWco NWco    wi  ; 
14              i++ }3 

15       If   NWco<>    fl=‘no’ then    /*append new NWordCo 

16       {  NWCSet NWCSet NWco;  i=1 ;  j++ ; NWco}1 

    17 } return    NWCSet                                  
 

NWordCo Expression Concept 

    /occur-       /sugar-     /blood-   /high occur--sugar-blood-high 

   /lackOff-       /hormone lackOf-hormone 

  /have-            /complication-  /kidney have-complication-kidney 

      /causeTo-      /Protein-     /blood-    /low cause-protein-blood-low 

    /collect-     /fat-            /artery collect-fat-artery 

      /deteriorate-            /artery occur-deteriorated-artery 

       /lossOf-      /protein-       /urine loss-protein-urine 
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4.4.   NWordCo-Concept Pair Learning 

This step is the NB learning [17] the feature set of NWordCo-concept pairs with the 

CauseEffectRelation class on several two adjacent EDUs with CEpairID annotation of the learning corpus 

from the corpus preparation step (section 4.1) after stemming words and eliminating stop words. The learning 

results of this step by using Weka (http://www. cs.wakato.ac.nz/ml/weak/) are the probabilities of the 

annotated NWordCo-concept pairs as shown in Table 2. 

 
 

Table 2. Show Probabilities of NWordCo-Concept Pair 

 
 

 

4.5.   Extraction of NWCPce 

The collected NWC set from the previous step of IV.C is used as the CauseConcept set and also the 

EffectConcept set for determining the Cartesian product of CauseConceptEffectConcept as NWordCo-
concept order pair set, NWCordP. We then extract and collect each NWordCo-concept pair class with the 

cause-effect relation into NWCPce from NWCordP elements by using the NB classifier in (3) with the 

NWordCo-concept pair probabilities from Table 2 as the NB feature probabilities. 
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4.6.   Extraction of CEpair Series 

The objective of this step is to extract the CEpair series by matching cnwcp to nwcpce-k as shown in 

Figure.4 where nwcpce-kNWCPce ; k=1,2,..numberOf_NWCPce_element; and tnwcp is a testing NWordCo-
concept pair which is the CEpair expression consisting of two consecutive NWordCo-concept expressions as 

the testing NWordCo concepts (tnwc1,tnwc2) extracted from the testing corpus. If match(tnwcp,nwcpce-k) then  

SeriesSeries  tnwcp where Series is the research output. Moreover, the stimulation relation occurrence on 
one EDU as the part of CEpair series can be identified by using the stimulating-cue-word set. 

 

 

NWordCo-Concept Pair:                                               
(CausativeNWordCoConcept)(EffectNWordCoConcept) 

CauseEffect 
Rel. 

Probabilty 

Non-Cause 
EffectRel. 
Probabilty 

(lackOf-hormone)(occur-sugar-Blood-high) 0.0171 0.0116 

(occur-deteriorated-artery)(constrict-artery)   0.0053 0.0029 

(collect-fat-artery)(cause-arteriosclerosis) 0.0053 0.0029 

(lossOf-protein-urine)(cause-protein-blood-low) 0.0132 0.0116 

(cause-protein-blood-low)(have-symptom-swell) 0.0020 0.0025 

(cause-protein-blood-low)(occur-state-kidneyFailure) 0.0038 0.0048 

(occur-sugar-blood-high)( deteriorate-artery) 0.0038 0.0048 
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Figure 4. CEpair series extraction 

 

 

5. EVALUATION AND CONCLUSION 

There are three evaluations of the proposed research being evaluated by three expert judgments with 

max win voting: the first evaluation is the extraction of the NWC set with the NWordCo size/boundary 

consideration from 1000 EDUs of the testing corpus which is also used for the second evaluation.  

The extraction of NWCPce is evaluated as the second evaluation and the third evaluation is the CEpair series 

extraction from the other testing corpus of 500 EDUs. The first and the second evaluation are based on the 

precisions and the recalls within ten fold cross validation whilst the third evaluation is the percentage of 
correctness. The precisions of extracting the NWC set and the NWCPce set are 0.866 and 0.852 with recall of 

0.798 and 0.715 respectively whilst the correctness of the CEpair series extraction is 87.5%. The reason of 

low recalls in extracting the NWC set and the NWCPce set is that some information of the certain event 

expressions by verb phrases exists on both NP1 and VP which results in lack of information/concept on the 

NWordCo expression,i.e. a)EDU:“(ความเสือ่ม/deterioration ของ/of หลอดเลอืดแดง/artery)/NP1 (เกดิช ึน้/occur)/VP” (“The 

deterioration of artery occurs”) and b) EDU:“(น ้าตาล/sugarใน/in เลอืด/blood)/NP1 (ต า่/be low)/VP”(“The Sugar in blood is 

low”.). Moreover, these a) and b) examples also effect to the % of correctness of the CEpair series extraction. 

Hence, the research contributes the methodology to determine the CEpair series for clearly communicating 

health information and improving health literacy, particularly the disease causation pathway, to people on the 

social network. And, this network should also provide how to solve problems/effects [27]. Finally, our 

research can also enhance the diagnosis and solving system of the other areas i.e. the financial  

services industry. 
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